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VIRUS UPDATE
by Robert C. Wynne, CPA

Robert Wynne is a partner in the accounting firm Salada, Wynne, Kling & Company, PC. of
Niagara Falls, New York. In this Alert he discusses his firm’s experience with computer viruses.

The Michelangelo scare of over a year ago, for the first time made the general public and
the small business community aware of viruses and their potential disastrous consequences
to the data on their computer systems. Newspaper articles, especially from the Wall Street
Journal, NY Times, and USA Today acted as public service announcements and focused man
agement on addressing the problem of virus infection within even their smallest computer
systems. Many companies purchased various anti-virus software programs to find out if they
had been infected by the Michelangelo or any other virus that their new software package
could find.
Several of my clients found out that their computers were infected. Their anti-virus pro
grams remedied the problem and they suffered no data losses. This easy fix has caused a
new problem. They now have become complacent about computer viruses and some have
even stopped using routine safe computer practices. They feel that their outdated anti-virus
programs are still keeping their computers safe from software viruses.

Our firm has continued to educate clients that the anti-virus software they purchased last
year is no longer effective. The programs only know the older viruses that were identifiable
when the software was issued. Clients have not updated these year old programs. These are
some of the same people that will immediately buy the latest update of their spreadsheet
or word processing program, even if they are only using one tenth of the power of the old
version, and have no idea if the new version has any applications they may need.

The National Computer Security Association and all major software houses that produce
anti-virus programs continually inform us through our trade journals that approximately
3 new viruses are being created each day. These ingenious creative programmers with their
destructive streak are not only from the United States. Many other countries are contribut
ing, especially from Eastern Europe and Asia.
Many of the older viruses were relatively easy to find because they each had a unique iden
tity similar to a fingerprint, that, even when modified by another programmer to make it
slightly different, could be found by anti-virus software. There now exists a new form of virus
which is called a polymorphic or changing virus. It doesn’t leave an identifiable fingerprint.
These viruses mutate and change their signatures with each infection. Most older programs
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bought specially for the Michelangelo virus have no way to identify these newer viruses. To
make matters worse, there is a set of tools commonly called the Mutation Engine, available
to anyone who wants to search just a little, to help develop these new viruses. Groove and
Pogue are two of the first viruses to use the Mutation Engine. Groove is a memory resident
infector of COM and EXE files, which displays a message at about 12:30 a.m. each day.
Pogue infects files on execute and close, and on May 1 all day, or each day before 7 a.m., the
system will generate noises from the computer’s speaker. Another major new virus type is
the stealth virus group. This type will tell the older type anti-virus programs that the infected
programs are the same size and date as they were before they were infected. This means that
client’s computers may be infected but wait to do their damage unannounced by these older
anti-virus programs until it is too late.

Some of the recommendations that we make to our clients to protect themselves from the
ever growing number of computer viruses are as follows:
■

Continue to practice safe computing. Nothing can replace being careful.

■

Never introduce an untested floppy disk into your system. This includes new com
mercial programs as well as clients’ disks. Also ask service technicians to be careful
when working on your computers. Check these machines when the technicians are
finished working using your newest anti-virus software.

I

Always keep a bootable DOS disk (system disk) with all the drivers needed as well as
your newest anti-virus software, write-protected and ready to check your computer
on a routine basis. To create a system disk, type one of the following commands:
For a formatted disk:
sys a:
While formatting:
format a: /s

■

Always protect your original disks after installing the programs on your hard drive.
They will be available in case you need to reinstall.

■

If you use commercial bulletin boards for other than reading E-mail, especially to
download programs, be sure to check all the files downloaded with your latest
anti-virus program before using them in your computer.

HI

Sign up for an anti-virus update service. They usually have an annual maintenance
agreement and updates are scheduled at least quarterly, while some are even
monthly. Several services have 24 hour Virus Faxlines for manual updating on new
viruses that have been found between the BBS updates. Some even offer newsletters.

Recognized major anti-virus software vendors include:
McAfee Associates
Symantec
Central Point Software, Inc.
Fifth Generation Systems

1-408/988-3832
1-800/428-6800
1-503/690-8090
1-800/225-2775

